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Community Response Network (CRN) Guide and Toolkit - Synopsis
Purpose of this Guide

How to Use this
Guide

To provide an overview of:


The fundamentals of a CRN.



Strategies and tools for developing a CRN and its team.



The lessons learned and resources from CRNs to date.



Some theory that could guide your thinking.

Use this guide to:


Learn about what a CRN is and is not.



Employ strategies and tools to lay a foundation for your CRN.



Find strategies and tools for maintaining and developing your
CRN, if your community already has one.



Find instruction on how to establish specific procedures and
protocols for your CRN.



Search for ideas and advice on how to develop and motivate
your CRN team.



Build on the lessons other CRNs have learned.

Who this Guide of
For

CRN Coordinators and members.
Regional Mentors.
Contractors.

Acting on the Ideas in
this Guide

How you act on the ideas in this guide will depend on your situation.
There is no “right” or “wrong” way to develop a CRN.
You may be:
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Creating a new CRN in your community.



Re-establishing a CRN that have become inactive.



Entering an established CRN.



Focused on community development and wanting to
leverage existing networks and relationships.
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How to use the
Discussion Questions

How to use Theory

Strategies to Try

Use the discussion questions to:


Focus your thinking on a topic.



Solicit input from your team at any stage of your CRN’s
development.



Help plan and focus the agenda of your CRN meetings.



Recruit team members.



Help you learn more about individual CRN members.



Help assess the effectiveness of your CRN.

Use theory to:


Align your CRNs language, guiding principles, mandate, and
activities to the larger BC CRN vision and mandate.



Guide your coordination efforts.

These sections contain ideas and strategies other CRNs have
successfully implemented in their communities and produced
tangible results.
Use these ideas as inspiration for your CRN’s strategies and activity
plans.

Contact for questions
and concerns

Help is always available. Stay in regular contact with your Regional
Mentor or Team Leader.
Share your achievements, issues, and questions freely. This will help
us learn from each other.
CRN Coordinators: your Regional Mentor is your key contact.
Regional Mentors: contact your Team Leader with your questions
and issues.
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How CRNs Help Address Adult Abuse and Neglect in Community

CRN



Awareness & Education
• Conduct outreach.
• Build relationships.
• Raise awareness.
• Educate.
• Manage relevant
projects.



Community

Develop Internally
• Develop team,
processes.
• Plan projects.
• Assess, measure ,
report.

Coordinated
Response to Abuse,
Neglect
• Health
authorities
• Community
Living BC
• Other agencies
• Police


•

Incorporate Learnings
• Observations,
feedback,
assessment data
inform CRN’s future
plans and activities.





•

•

Outcomes
Observe impacts
and changes to
community.
CRN assesses its
own effectiveness.
Open dialogue to
surface strengths to
build on, lessons
learned.
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The Adult Guardianship Act and the Public Guardian and Trustee of BC
The Adult
Guardianship Act’s
Definition of Abuse
and Neglect

The Adult Guardianship Act defines the scope of abuse, neglect, and
self-neglect. As per Section 1 of the Act:
Abuse: Deliberate mistreatment of an adult that causes the adult:


Physical, mental, or emotional harm.



Damage to or loss of assets.



Includes intimidation, humiliation, physical assault, sexual
assault, over medication, withholding needed medication,
censoring mail, invasion or denial of privacy or denial of
access to visitors

Neglect: Any failure to provide necessary care, assistance, guidance
or attention to an adult that causes the adult, or is reasonably likely
to cause within a short time:


Serious physical, mental, or emotional harm, or



Substantial damage to or loss of assets,



And includes self-neglect.

Self-Neglect: Any failure of an adult to take care of one’s self that
causes, or is reasonably likely to cause with a short time:


Serious physical or mental harm, or



Substantial damage to or loss of assets.

Criminal Abuse: Forms of abuse that are offenses under the criminal
code:
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Assault, assault causing bodily harm.



Threats, intimidation, stalking, or harassment.



Theft.



Misuse of a power of attorney.



Forgery, fraud, extortion.



Failure to provide the necessities of life to a person under
one’s charge.
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Guiding Principles of
the Adult
Guardianship Act

All adults are entitled to live in the manner they wish and to accept
or refuse support, assistance or protection as long as they do not
harm others and are capable of making decisions.
Adults are presumed to be capable of making decisions about
personal care, health care, legal matters, or about their own
financial affairs, business, or assets.
An adult’s way of communicating with others is not grounds for
deciding that they are incapable of making decisions.
All adults should receive the most effective, but least restrictive and
intrusive form of support, assistance, or protection when they are
unable to care for themselves and their assets.
The court should not be asked to appoint, and should not appoint,
decision makers or guardians unless alternatives such as the
provision of support and assistance have been tried and carefully
considered.

The Public Guardian
and Trustee (PGT) of
BC

PGT is a corporation established under the Public Guardian and
Trustee Act. PGT protects the interests of British Columbians who
lack legal capacity to protect their own interests. The mandate of
the PGT is to:


Protect the legal and financial interests of children under the
age of 19 years.



Protect the legal, financial, personal and health care interests
of adults who require assistance in decision making.



Administer the estates of deceased and missing persons.
(Source: www.trustee.bc.ca)

The BC Association of
Community
Response Networks
(BC CRN)
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BC CRN is the provincial umbrella organization that supports all
CRNs in British Columbia.
Its mandate is to provide education, small project funding,
materials, training, support people, and resources to assist CRNs in
their work in the community.
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Community Response Networks (CRN) | Overview
The CRN Development Process – Diagram

[
Community

D EV ELO P C R N

 Initiate CRN



•

Need for
CRN
identified.

•
•
•

•

Local champion
engages with BC
CRN.
Start outreach.
Recruit members.
Sign CRN
agreement.
Develop network
contacts.

•
•
•
•
•

]

 Build CRN
Establish
coordinator.
Develop terms of
reference.
Establish processes.
Map and assess
current response in
community.
Use BC CRN tools.


Outcomes
impact
community on
how it
addresses adult
abuse, neglect.

[ S U S TA I N ]
 CRN is Part of
Community

•
•
•
•

•

Community
development.
Share observations.
Collaborate with
partners.
Ongoing funding,
resources.
Share learnings with
BC CRN, CRNs.

[ M AI N TAI N ]
CRN Performs

 Consistently
•
•
•

•

Designated agencies
involved.
Regular planning,
projects, meetings,
assessment.
Long term
resources, funds.
Fully engage in BC
CRN activities.
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Components of an Effective CRN - Diagram

Relationships

Legislation,
Public
Guardian &
Trustee

Resources &
Funding

Coordinated
Response
Process

CRN

Projects &
Actions

Vision,
Mission,
Guiding
Principles

Ethics

Goals
Skills,
Expertise,
Knowledge
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What is a Community
Response Network
(CRN)?

A Community Response Network (CRNs) is a self-organizing network
of people, agencies, and associations who facilitate the
development of a coordinated response to adult abuse, and neglect
in communities.
CRNs are autonomous and self-defining, and support the community
and its people at the ground level.
A CRN is not a service delivery team, program, or designated agency.
Some CRNs are formalized, structured organizations. Most are not.
A CRN is also not a legal entity, although many of its members may
come from them.

The CRN Vision

Safe communities where adults are valued, respected and free from
abuse and neglect.

The CRN Mission

To help empower communities and individuals to work together to
stop adult abuse and neglect.

CRN Guiding
Principles

Inclusion
Welcome everyone, regardless of barriers such as transportation,
language, or mobility.
Meaningful Participation
Meaningful participation allows all degrees of participation.
Sharing Leadership and Influence
Work together to ensure everyone has an opportunity to lead an
activity.
Assumption of Capability and Building of Capacity
Capacity building is about shaping the skills, expertise, and abilities
of your CRN over the long term.
Build on your CRN’s strengths. Learn together.
Everyone makes a contribution and has something to offer.
Everyone needs support. Everyone can offer support.
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Main Goals of a CRN

1. To improve the response to individuals who may be
experiencing abuse or neglect:


Seniors and older adults.



Populations living with a developmental disability, physical
disability or mental health diagnosis.



Individuals living in isolation and/or poverty.



Individuals struggling with alcohol and/or drug issues.



Marginalized or minority cultural communities.

2. To involve the community in learning about, and preventing the
abuse and neglect of adults.
3. To build and develop the community’s ability to respond to adult
abuse and neglect by:


Developing or leveraging existing infrastructure and
processes that help provide service to people in need.



Enabling and empowering people to choose and receive
support, and become participating citizens in the
community.

4. To build relationships between agencies, and Ministries that
provide services to vulnerable adults so:
 People know who to call, or


The Importance of
Establishing a Safe
Environment for
Dialogue

What to do when an incident of abuse or neglect is
suspected.

A safe environment for dialogue is about respectful communication
where one can express an opinion or idea without fear of
retribution, or triggering a reaction in another person.
This safe environment is foundational to managing conflict, having
productive conversations with groups of people coming from
different cultural backgrounds, and gathering input and feedback
from others.
BC CRN uses “circles” to create these safe environments, which may
work for your team. This work takes time, and must be done
consistently to help participants gradually develop the habits and
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behaviours that enable safe and open conversations.
Refer to the Circle Description and Guidelines on page 54 in the
Appendix for more information on how to use this approach in your
meetings.
The Role of a CRN:
What It is

In general, CRNs look at adult abuse and neglect as an issue that
affects everyone in the community.
The CRN is about:

The Role of a CRN:
What it is Not
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Education to increase awareness of adult abuse and neglect
in the community.



Facilitating conversations designed to share knowledge of
how to prevent, reduce, and respond to abuse and neglect.



Relationship building between people and organizations that
provide support.



Coordinating of supports and services.



Building a community’s capacity to address abuse and
neglect.

The role of a CRN is not about:


Case management: individual CRN members may have a
professional role to support, assist, and/or intervene in
specific cases of abuse and neglect. The CRN as a whole
does not.



Acting as a “gatekeeper”: CRN members do not have the
authority or responsibility to oversee the activity of agencies
that do have this responsibility.



Discussing individual situations of abuse or neglect, or
delivering services and programs to individuals.



Acting as a legal entity.
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The Role of any CRN
Member

The Role of a
Regional Mentor in a
CRN

Any member of your CRN who hears about a situation of abuse or
neglect may:


Ask the adult how they would like to be assisted.



Offer support and assistance to the adult, if the CRN member
is in a position to do so, or



Offer to refer the adult to someone else who can help.



Refer the adult to the appropriate designated agency if the
adult is thought to be unable to seek support or assistance
on their own.



Act as a “good neighbour” and “do no further harm”.

The Regional Mentor’s role includes providing:


Moral support to the CRN Coordinator to ensure the work is
fulfilling, and issues are resolved.



Support in the development of your CRN.



Feedback on what are appropriate activities for your CRN.



Advice on the type of communication that may be most
appropriate for your CRN.



Advice and feedback on specific issues your CRN may not be
able to resolve on its own.



Assistance in assessing your CRN’s effectiveness in the
community.



A link back to the BC CRN and upholding the provincial
organization’s vision and mandate.



Links to the larger community to develop new relationships,
and foster existing ones.

For more, refer to the sample Regional Mentor Job Description in
the Appendix on page 61.
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Involve Designated
Agencies in Your CRN

Designated agencies respond to cases of adult abuse and neglect. In
BC, the designated agencies are:


Regional health authorities.



Community Living BC.

Their role is to:

Other Agencies to
Involve in Your CRN



Look into situations of reported abuse or neglect and
involve the adult as much as possible.



Report to the police if they have reason to believe a criminal
offence has been committed, and the individual is unable to
seek support on their own.

There are other agencies that include adult abuse and neglect
prevention in their scope of service.
Some of those organizations include:
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Home support groups.



Counselling and advocacy groups.



Legal assistance.



Short term physical shelters.



Emergency response (e.g. police, fire, ambulance).
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Intentional
Collaboration
Produces Results

A collaborative approach increases the effectiveness of a
community’s ability to respond to and support adults experiencing
abuse and neglect.
A collaborative approach produces:

Relationships are
Critical.



Increased community and professional awareness of adult
abuse and neglect.



Commitment to address abuse and neglect as an issue that
affects individuals, and communities.



Better understanding of the dynamics of abuse and neglect.



Better understanding of how to prevent, reduce and respond
to abuse and neglect.



Better understanding of the legislated mandate of
designated agencies, tools for intervening and offering
support and assistance.



Stronger relationships between the people and organizations
that can provide support.



Better coordination of supports and services.

Relationships within the community make a CRN sustainable.
Build relationships within your team, the community, and other
CRNS to help your group become an organization of longevity and
service.
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Ethics

Ethics are moral principles that govern a person's or group's
behaviour.
Ethics are also complex: agencies and individuals may have different
codes of ethics they choose to abide by.
Here are BC CRN’s code of ethics:


I will uphold the best interests of those I serve.



I will respect the rights of all individuals.



I will hold myself personally responsible for my conduct.



I will work to increase my competence and share my
knowledge.



I will work cooperatively and collaboratively with my
colleagues, supervisors, the Board of Directors and any other
persons involved in the business of the BC CRN.



I will be open and responsive to the changing needs of the
association and communities it serves.



I will uphold the Vision, Mission, Values of the BC CRN and
the principles as articulated in the BC Adult Guardianship
Act.

We recommend familiarizing yourself with these statements, and
consider adopting these standards for your CRN.
Discussion Topics
that Frequently Arise
and have Ethical
Implications
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The following topics frequently arise in CRN meetings, and have
ethical implications:


Differing interpretations of what can be considered abuse
and neglect.



The right to live at risk.



A presumption of capability.



Confidentiality.



Who is responsible for responding to reports of abuse and
neglect.



The difference between having a mandate, and having
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opportunities for creative strategies to support the adult.


The difference between law and ethics.

We encourage all CRNs to have these discussions, but we also want
to recommend to teams that it is important to talk about them
within the context of BC CRN’s ethical standards.

Initiating or Starting Up a CRN
Sign a CRN
Agreement with BC
CRN

This is a simple one-page agreement signed between BC CRN, the
Regional Mentor, and a representative of the CRN.
The agreement contains:

Confirm your CRNs
Terms of Reference



The membership making up the CRN.



The guiding principles all parties agree to adhere to.



The general responsibilities of the CRN.



The general responsibilities of BC CRN.

A terms of reference document outlines the general role of the CRN,
and the responsibilities for each individual role within the team.
A Sample Terms of Reference is included in the Appendix on page 83.
Use the sample as is, or as a starting point for developing your own.
Or, if you choose to start fresh, a Terms of Reference Template is
located on page 85.

Skills and
Experiences
Important to a CRN.

Any of the following skills and experiences contribute to a CRN:


Knowledge about abuse and neglect:
o Definitions and dynamics of abuse and neglect.
o Appropriate and effective responses.
o Ethics and dilemmas of support and intervention.
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Knowledge of the community:
o How people reach out for support.
o How people unite around a community issue.
o How things get done.
o How conflict is addressed.
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Personal characteristics or life experiences that could
provide valuable perspective and insight to the topic of adult
abuse and neglect.



Creative thinking.



Planning.



Consensus-oriented decision making.



Conflict resolution.



Group facilitation.



Organizing and coordinating.



Community education.



Cross-cultural communication.



Networking and alliance building.



Fund raising.



Administrative skills.



Advocacy.



Outreach and publicity.



Building and strengthening relationships with other
organizations and decision makers.



Leadership attitudes and skills that support team building,
and meaningful participation.

www.bccrns.ca
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Recruit CRN
Members

Assess the Diversity
of Your CRN

When recruiting, consider:


Scanning your community for existing networks that serve
the same population. These groups are excellent to partner
with.



Government or community agencies that provides support
and service to adults at risk of experiencing abuse and
neglect



Organizations providing emergency support.



Government or community agencies important in your
community.



Formal and informal community organizations, like self-help
or advocacy groups, churches, and youth services.



Individuals and families affected by abuse and neglect.



Different age groups, and ethnic and cultural backgrounds.

CRNs are most effective when participants mirror the diversity of
the community.
Diversity deepens a team’s knowledge, experience, and wisdom,
and leads to a more effective community response.
To assess the membership of your CRN, refer to the CRN
Membership Assessment Tool located in the Appendix on page 57.

Confirm Your CRN’s
Vision, Mission,
Values, and
Principles

Vision, mission, values and principles are statements describing
what your CRN is, why it exists, and how it operates.
Start with the generic CRN vision, mission, and principles on page
12. These statements may already meet the needs of your CRN.
If you require statements more specific, work together to develop
any additional content.
For samples from other CRNs, refer to CRN Vision, Mission, Values
and Principles – SAMPLE Statements in the Appendix on page 60.
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Establish Your CRN’s
Coordination
Function

The main function of a CRN is to coordinate and facilitate, and:


Organize CRN meetings.



Conduct outreach activities.



Uphold the vision, mission, and values of the CRN.



Act as the link between the local CRN, the region, and BC
CRN.



Act as the local contact.

There are a few ways to establish the CRN Coordinator role in your
CRN:
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A single volunteer recruited by a Regional Mentor.



CRN members appoint a champion for the role.



CRN members share the coordination role.
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Recruit and Retain a
Coordinator

If your CRN prefers to have a single, dedicated coordinator:
1. Identify community champions or cheerleaders. Some ideas:
o Have sign-up sheets at events for anyone interested.
o Look for someone already involved.
o Approaching someone you know.
o Placing ads and articles about your CRN in the paper.
o Identifying candidates in groups such as Advisory or Task
committees.
2. Attract your candidates. Some ideas:
o Contact them directly with an invitation to participate.
o Meet in person and provide materials about your CRN.
o Promote the flexibility of the role. (They may either dive
right in or gradually transition into the role.)
3. Establish the CRN Coordinator role:
o Your CRN and Regional Mentor must support the
coordinator. As a team, assess your candidate’s skills.
Does the individual:
 Understand the responsibilities of the role?
 Understand the issue of adult abuse and neglect?
 Communicate well?
 Have the ability to work within your group’s
dynamics?
 Understand how to access community resources?
 Understand BC CRN’s mandate?
4. Engage BC CRN support:
o Contact your Regional Mentor or Team Leader if you
need help.
o Familiarize yourself with BC CRN resources:
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Monthly Provincial Learning
Events/Teleconferences.



BC CRN website.
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Regional meetings and gatherings.



BC CRN newsletters.



Availability of small project grants through BC
CRN.

5. Stay in regular contact:
o Maintain relationships with your Regional Mentor and BC
CRN.
o Connect with other CRNs to share learnings.
o Connect with other groups and individuals involved in
similar work.
o Expand invitations and outreach re: activities and events
6. Ensure your CRN fulfills its reporting obligations for project
grants and year-end reporting.
Recruiting and retaining a CRN Coordinator takes time. Have
patience with the process!
View the generic CRN Coordinator Job Description located in the
Appendix on page 55.
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Coordination by a
Member Agency

In some CRNs, the coordinator role is taken on by an individual of a
member agency as part of the role/job they already have in the
organization.
Advantages of this approach:


The individual is available during business hours.



The individual is “paid” through their organization.



Resources and processes from the member agency may be
leveraged for CRN projects.



The agency has pre-existing relationships with the
community.

If this is a model your CRN prefers, look for an agency that is a good
fit with your CRN, understands the scope of adult abuse and
prevention.
Often, this process happens organically: be open to what presents
itself!
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Developing a CRN
Theory | What
Effective Teams Do

The success of a team is in what they accomplish and how they work
together.
Effective teams:


Listen, without judgement.



Learn.



Are honest.



Trust.



Pay attention.



Discuss values.



Risk conflict.



Share leadership.



Show respect, and expect respect from others.



“Hang in there”.

To be effective, your CRN needs to build:
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Safety and trust.



Shared vision and leadership.



An environment for shared learning.



An environment in which change can occur.



An environment in which decisions are shared.



A commitment to a shared future.



Accountability to each other.
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Theory | Barriers to
an Effective Team

General Principles
when Developing
Your CRN

Barriers preventing teams from operating effectively include:


Allowing differing opinions, attitudes, and personalities to
cause conflict.



Working without a shared vision grounded in values.



No process for dealing with disagreement or conflict.



No planning and shared decision making.



Assumptions that some people have better knowledge or
experience than others.



Competition between people, organizations, ideas.



Not resolving conflict or disagreements.

In general, members of a CRN need to:


Create a working environment of safety, trust, and respect
by implementing simple processes for safe conversations.



Include all who want to contribute.



Build relationships within the CRN.



Build capacity for equal participation in the team.



Work collaboratively with the community.



Develop simple and sustainable internal processes:
o Information sharing, documentation, and meeting
frequency.
o Decision making process.
o Process for resolving issues and conflict.
o Code of ethics.
o Evaluation of activities and plans.
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Discussion Questions
| Does our CRN have
the right internal
processes in place?

Use these questions to assess your CRN’s internal processes on your
own, or at your CRN’s meeting to discuss as a team.


How do we make decisions? Is this process transparent?



How do we share leadership within the CRN team?



Does our CRN team have a code of ethics? Why or why not?



Who else should be at the table?



What information do we share with each other? What is
confidential?



How do we share information with each other? With people
outside the CRN? When do we do this? Is it enough?



How often do we meet?



How do we make decisions?



How do we manage differing perspectives and conflict?



What do we evaluate and how?

These are appropriate questions to ask at a CRN kick-off to establish
some internal practices early, or revisit at the beginning of each
cycle to reassess the CRN’s progress.
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Build Internal
Relationships in Your
CRN

When any group first comes together, we’re a collection of
individuals. To become a team:


Understand and embrace the guiding principles of a CRN.



Clarify the purpose of your CRN.



Determine the goals of your CRN.



Get to know each other individually.



Learn about each other’s leadership styles and dynamics.



Determine how ideas will be presented and explored.



Explore and affirm the capacities and strengths of each team
member. (What can I do well? What do I need to fully
participate? How do I like to receive that support?)



Determine what success looks like for your CRN.



Plan your CRNs activities for the short, mid, and long term.



Discuss how to be accountable to each other, and to the
community.



Evaluate successes.



Plan for and follow through with celebration.

Some ways to build these relationships include:
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Building time into your meetings specifically to learn more
about other team members.



“Getting to Know You” could be a standing agenda item at
CRN meetings. One or two of your members takes three to
five minutes to introduce themselves, their affiliations, and
current priorities.
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Discussion Questions
| How effectively are
my CRN members
working together?
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How are we building trust and respect with each other? With
the community?



Are we honest about our feelings (for example, when things
are going off track?)



Does everyone feel included and welcome?



Do our team’s vision, goals, and action priorities reflect our
community’s needs? What needs to change?



Do our values welcome different beliefs, attitudes, abilities,
and personal experiences? If not, what needs to change?



Do we see our individual attributes connecting and
contributing to our larger mandate in the community? If so,
how? If not, what doesn’t work and needs to change?



How are identifying and addressing barriers to sharing
leadership and influence?



Are all members participating in the decision making
process?



Are we treating each other with respect?



Are we valuing each other’s contributions and abilities
equally?
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Foster Participation

Assume each CRN member has the capability to participate.
To encourage participation in your CRN, below are some strategies
other CRNs have successfully implemented.
Remember: what may work in one community, may not in another:


Roundtable Reflections at the Start of Every Meeting
Attendees are invited to share a personal reflection in
response to question:
o Something no one in this group knows about me is…
o What is the one goal you would like to achieve in
your lifetime?
o What compliment do you give out the most?
Use a “talking piece” or prop that can be held by the person
that is speaking, which is then passed onto the next
individual.
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If You Feed Them, They Will Come
Sharing refreshments makes people feel valued. In some
CRNs, members rotate bringing refreshments. In others, the
CRN Coordinator arranges for donations or purchases
refreshments from money acquired through fundraising.



Get to Know Each Other
Learning about each CRN member is important
professionally and personally. Understanding the underlying
personal motivations will help ensure the work is fulfilling.



Develop and Share a Vision
It is important to have a common idea of what your CRN is
trying to accomplish.



Define What Success Look Like
Clearly identify what success looks like helps clearly define
roles and activities.



Clearly Define Roles
In some communities, CRN members have specific roles: CRN
chair; meeting scribe; outreach; etc.
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Provide Opportunity to Change Roles
Sometimes people need a change. Ask if members need to
change roles to keep the work meaningful and fresh.



Buddy System for People Joining at Different Stages in the
Process
People arriving mid-process are partnered with a “buddy”
who provides orientation, answers questions, and
introductions to the team.



Write an Action Plan, Follow Through, and Follow Up
Some CRNs write an action plan that includes key activities
for the next year. Include follow-up and measurement
activities. This document is then revisited through the year
to track progress.



Balance Task and Process
“Task” people find transaction based activities fulfilling.
“Process” people focus on development and relationship
building. CRNs need both.
Finding a balance between the two can keep people of both
persuasions involved.
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A Safe CRN Environment Helps the Team Move Sensitively
through Conflict to Build Trust
A safe environment for frank dialogue is the best way to
manage conflict, and understand different perspectives.
Although natural to avoid conflict, it does not disappear if
left unacknowledged. Moving through conflict with respect
and maturity leads to a healthier working environment.



Acknowledge and Recognize Formal and Informal
Contributions
Recognize the contributions of all of your CRNs partners,
including volunteers. Acknowledging and appreciating
everyone who contributes to the CRN forms the basis to
longstanding relationships.



Maintain your CRN’s Documentation
Share documentation to loop newcomers into your CRN’s
work. Documentation is also important for archival purposes
and succession planning.
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Discussion Questions
| Assessing Your
Teams Strengths and
Weaknesses to
Foster Participation

Theory | Supporting
a Team
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Building team capacity requires looking at your team from several
perspectives, and assessing its strengths and weaknesses.
The following questions may help you build your CRN’s capacity for
participation:


Have we had a discussion about the ways knowledge and
skills, attitudes and relationships, processes and systems
might affect our team’s capacity for meaningful
participation?



Which knowledge, skills, attitudes, relationships, processes
and systems require our CRN team’s attention?



How might our approaches to them support or prevent
participation?



How will we handle it if individual members behave in ways
counter to our values or team building process?

In general, teams need to continually:


Affirm and celebrate team diversity.



Focus on what we have in common, rather than differences.



Share values and beliefs, hopes, vision, fears.



Find common language.



Make complex issues understandable and accessible.



Have no preconceived solutions or outcomes.



Be patient.



Discuss ethics.



Work together to build trust.
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Strategies to Try |
Supporting Your CRN

Event Coordination
Many groups feel that having a paid coordinator for an event is
important. Funding for event coordination comes from various
funding sources, including through BC CRN in the form of small
grants.
Other CRN coordination is done through a member agency. In this
case, event coordination becomes part of this individual’s job
description with their organization.
Host Agency vs Non-Host Agency
CRNs may choose to have an agency in their community to provide
administrative assistance, office/storage space, basic bookkeeping
services etc.
If you decide to have a host agency, use an agency that is seen in the
community as being “neutral”.
If an organization has historical issues with the community, it may
be a challenge to attract participants. However, if an agency has an
excellent reputation in the community, it can provide the CRN with
credibility and legitimacy.
Fundraising
Many CRNs supplement BC CRN support by fundraising, which can
be anything from a donation jar at an event, to completing funding
applications for additional program dollars.
Keep your Regional Mentor apprised of any fundraising activities.
BC CRN may also provide letters of support and use of a charitable
tax number, if required.
Regional Networking
In areas that are dependent upon regional services, work with other
communities to address common issues.
Networking with other CRNs is also an opportunity to share
learnings.
“Cheerleading” by Members, Regional Mentors and BC CRN Community work is a long, and sometimes slow moving process.
Regularly celebrate your collective accomplishments, and recognize
the good work done by your members to maintain healthy morale.
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Outreach in the Community
Theory | What is
outreach and why do
it?

Outreach is the activity of providing information and/or services to any
population that might not otherwise have access to those services.
Outreach teams are mobile, often meeting those in need where they are
located.
Outreach is often meant to fill in the gap in the services provided by
mainstream (often, governmental) services, and is often carried out by
non-profit, non-government organizations.
Some common outreach activities include:

The Purpose of CRN
Outreach



Community newsletters



Brochures



Participation in community events, and local service and
volunteer groups.

CRN outreach promotes the idea that addressing adult abuse and neglect
is a concern of the wider community.
Outreach gives everyone the opportunity to:


Become involved in developing a coordinated response



Inform others on the vision and mandate of your CRN



Educate the community about issues of abuse, neglect and selfneglect.

Outreach is by no means a one-time activity. It is necessary to keep doing
outreach activities to:
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Maintain awareness of your CRN and the issue of adult abuse
and neglect in the community.



Maintain awareness of resources and supports to assist those at
risk of adult abuse and neglect.



Maintain good member representation in your CRN.
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Strategies to Try |
Outreach through
Personal Invitation

Meeting with People and Invite their Participation
Network at events. Invite individuals and agencies to your CRN meetings,
workshops, or community events.
Distributing Invitations through Pay Cheque Inserts
Organizations to approach: Home Support, Community Living,
Community Services. The CRN Backgrounder, which can be found in
Resources on the BC CRN web (www.bccrns.ca), can also be included.
Connecting with Multicultural Organizations
Friendship centres, clubhouses, and other like organizations are places to
recruit CRN members.
Contacting Financial Institutions
Where financial abuse is prevalent, financial institutions play a unique
role in education, prevention and intervention.
Connecting with Educational Institutions
Partner with local colleges, schools, and universities. They often have
established connections to the community and can be involved in a CRN.
Connecting with Faith Organizations
Faith based organizations are active, trusted members in many
communities. Their principles align to the general CRN values. Many also
have free meeting space and resources.
Connect with Local Youth
Young people invariably report that involvement has been an important
learning and growing experience for them.
Start Small and Grassroots.
Many CRNs have formed with a small group of citizens: retirees, people
from Legions, service clubs, etc.
Connecting with Law Enforcement
Community policing initiatives fit well with the values guiding CRN
development. Discussing your CRN enhances their work and vice versa.
Approach Agency Staff and Volunteers
Agency staff and volunteers can help spread the word of your CRN and
the need for members.
Create and Maintain Email Lists
Create e-mail lists of people involved and keep them informed and
updated about local, regional and provincial issues and resources.
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Strategies to Try |
Outreach through
Existing Networks

Go to the People
Making the effort to go to people on their “turf” often works better than
expecting them to attend meetings.
Partner with Existing Groups
In some communities, a number of groups meet to discuss similar issues.
Some of those groups include: VAWIR (Violence Against Women in
Relationships) committees, Elder Abuse Committees, Social Planning
Councils and Age Friendly Committees.
The groups can work together, with a few representatives attending both
meetings, giving reports and coordinating shared activities and
initiatives.
Put together a CRN Steering Committee or Advisory Committee from
groups in the community.
Look at Community Action Networks, Seniors Advisory Committees,
Social Planning groups etc. if this is a model your CRN wants to follow.
Ask CRN members with membership in other groups to do outreach and
education.
Members of CRNs invariably have connections with other organizations
and can use those ties to do outreach and education.
Booths at Health Fairs
Setting up a booth at a health fair, the BC Seniors Games, or other
appropriate community events is a way of getting the CRN word out to a
lot of people.

Strategies to Try |
Outreach through
Print Media

Distribute Collateral Materials
Many communities have developed brochures about their CRN. A
generic CRN brochure and bookmark are available through the BC CRN.
Communicate the Importance of CRNs through Your Local Media
Many communities have developed relationships with their local
newspapers and TV stations.
Some CRNs do a newsletter or bulletin to keep members and other
community members informed.
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Strategies to Try |
Outreach through
Social Media and
Online Means

Some CRNs use either personal or agency social media pages to raise
awareness of adult abuse and neglect.
Facebook and Twitter are the most popular platforms currently being
used by CRNs.
Although the use of social media isn’t mandatory, those who chose to
use social media have an opportunity to proactively plan their posts and
align their messaging with larger initiatives and campaigns BC CRN
supports.
For social media guidelines and sample posts, please refer to the Spread
the Word on Adult Abuse and Neglect: Messaging and Activity Guide.
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Approaches to Ongoing Community Development
Theory | Community
Development as a
Collective Impact

Community development is a process where CRNs partner with
organizations to work together to make a “collective impact” on
their community.
Collective impact is used when there are many different players
involved in changing behaviour in order to solve a complex problem.
The five conditions of collective impact:


Common Agenda



Shared Measurement



Mutually Reinforcing Activities



Continuous Communication



Backbone Support (i.e. BC CRN is the “backbone” that
provides support and resources.)

For more, refer to Collective Impact Theory in the Appendix on page
62.
Collective Impact
Aligns to the
Principles of
Community
Development

The general principles of community development directly align to
the intent of collective impact and its results:
1. Individuals and organizations in the community know what is
happening at the grassroots level: communities are 'experts'
about themselves.
2. Community development and team development go hand in
hand: we are interdependent. Both are processes that take
time.
3. The ability for a community to evolve changes. Sometimes a
community can change in a short period of time. Sometimes,
it takes longer.
4. Community issues need response from a cross section of
people living in the community, which include more than the
agencies mandated to respond.
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5. Those with experience of an issue are the most qualified to
work on it.
6. People will contribute what they can to a communal effort.
7. People can take responsibility on themselves to change
things.
8. There are many solutions to a problem.
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CRN Development
and Community
Development are
Processes
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Your CRN – regardless if starting fresh or engaging in an established
one – will evolve as it becomes more connected to the community.
Continue to:


Talk about values: Constantly and consciously revisit your
CRNs values and principles, which guide your CRN’s
behaviours, activities, and decisions.



Approach to learn, rather than teach: Everyone is there to
learn together.



Respect people’s individual perspectives: Do not expect
people to represent their entire peer group.



Keep a level playing field: Perceived power or influence due
to one’s job, economic security, accessibility, understanding
of a language, etc. interferes with developing a cohesive
team. Acknowledge this perceived inequality to give all
members of your CRN a voice.



Create common ground by focusing on commonalities
instead of differences. Your CRN’s vision, mission, guiding
principles, and values create that commonality for all of your
CRN’s activities.



Avoid “us” and “them”. Within the CRN context, there is
only “us”.



Participation is more than attending meetings. Be open to
involving others in different capacities.



Listen and hear out what each person has to say. Foster
active listening with all members of your CRN.



Respect people’s limits and boundaries. No one person is
more or less valuable than another.
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Topics Your CRN Might Discuss
Abuse and Neglect is
an Umbrella for
other Topics

Throughout the province, CRNs provide information and education
to raise community awareness about abuse, neglect and self-neglect
and talking about prevention.
We recommend focusing on a single topic at a time and doing them
well.
The Resources section of the BC CRN web (www.bccrns.ca) contains
materials to support your CRN’s conversations.

Topic | Community
Development and
Creating a CRN



How CRN development is proceeding in different places
around the province.

Topic | Forms of
Abuse and Self
Neglect



The definitions of abuse, neglect, and self-neglect – where
there is agreement and different points of view.



Sensitizing people to the personal circumstances of others
(e.g. what is it like to live with an acquired brain injury,
mental illness, etc.)?



Financial abuse or fraud, and financial literacy.



Hoarding



How to recognize abuse or neglect and what to do.



The dynamics of abuse.



Information about rights, for example, how adults deserve to
be treated.



Assessing the effectiveness of your CRN in the community.



Specific needs and considerations of First Nations.



Understanding the Adult Guardianship Act.



How the criminal justice system works in relation to the

Topic | Prevention of
Abuse and Neglect

Topic | The Adult
Guardianship Act and
the Law
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abuse and neglect provisions of the Act.

Topic | Events



The Police and/or Crown Council’s role.



Role of the Public Guardian and Trustee.



Updates on Adult Guardianship Act, including Powers of
Attorney.



World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (June 15) events and
information sessions

Protocols
Theory |What is a
Protocol?

Protocols are simple, written agreements between people or
agencies that outline how people get help in situations of abuse and
neglect.
They also describe the roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities of
the people and organizations that make up the CRN.
Protocols also:
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Make clear how people get help in situations of adult abuse
and neglect, and provide information about who to call when
there is a concern about an individual’s situation.



Clarify when a situation should be reported to a designated
agency, and when it may not be necessary.



State what CRN members can and cannot do when they hear
about a situation of abuse or neglect, including what to do in
emergency situations or where crime is suspected.



Clarify how CRNs collaborate to offer support and assistance
to an adult experiencing abuse of neglect, and how each CRN
will ensure the person affected is connected to someone
who can help.



Align to the principles of the Adult Guardianship Act and BC
CRN.
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Theory | Why
Protocols are
Important.

Although well thought out written protocols may help enhance
relationships among participants. CRNs benefit most from
communication related protocols to understand:


Who each member is and why they are participating in the
CRN.



Who responds to what and how.



What information is shared, not shared, and why.



How referrals are made.



How each member of your CRN benefits.

The CRN is responsible for bringing people to the table to discuss
relevant topics, and determining if their communication and
information sharing protocols and processes are clear.
Familiarize Yourself
with the
Communication
Protocol Defined by
the BC Public
Guardian and Trustee

It’s important to understand how to assist an adult who is abused,
neglected, or self-neglecting in a way that is safe and appropriate.
The BC Public Guardian and Trustee, RCMP BC “E” Division, Crime
Prevention Services, and Fraser Health have developed a decision
tree that your CRN may find helpful.
A PDF, printable version of the decision tree can be found at
http://www.trustee.bc.ca/Documents/adultguardianship/Decision%20Tree.pdf. Fill in the blanks with
information relevant to your community.
You may also find supporting videos on how to use the decision tree
at http://www.trustee.bc.ca/reports-andpublications/Pages/Decision-Tree.aspx.

Confidentiality and
Safety

Confidentiality is one of the largest barriers to effective coordinated
responses. If your CRN provides a safe environment for dialogue,
confidentiality becomes less of a roadblock to communication.
Always seek permission for sharing information between agencies,
and respect that information may be or may not be shared with
your CRN to protect the individual(s) affected.
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Three Types of
Protocols Important
to a CRN

1. Community Protocol
An agreement among all CRN members outlining:
 How CRN members work together.
 What each participant can and cannot do or share.
2. Interagency Protocol
Agreements between the agency members of your CRN that
describes how individuals or organizations act together when
looking into cases of abuse and neglect.
3. Agency Protocol
Often embedded in agency policy, this describes how individuals
of an agency respond to situations of abuse or neglect.
Be aware of the three types of protocols, and how your designated
and member agencies work together when investigating cases of
adult abuse and neglect.
Familiarize yourself with what already exists in your community, and
be sure you understand their implications to the work your CRN
does.
For more, refer to Protocols: Sample Content and Examples in the
Appendix on page 63.
CRN Guide & Toolkit
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Measuring the Effectiveness of Your CRN
Theory | Measuring
Effectiveness and
Why it is Important

Measuring effectiveness can be viewed in terms of the extent a
service provided meets the objectives and/or expectations of an
organization.
In general, effectiveness measures may include:


Accomplishments:
o Number of events.
o Number of participants.
o Stories of CRN impact in your community.
o The challenges and how you mitigated them.
o Other milestones.



The number of people, agencies, and affiliates involved in
your CRN.



Evaluating what works and needs improvement for your
CRN.



Number of in-kind, volunteer hours.



Number of CRN meetings for the year.



Number of CRN Coordinator hours.



Participation from the people and agencies you want in your
CRN.

Measurement gives us a picture of what's going on, and gives us an
indication on what to focus on to help sustain efforts in the long
term.
Measurement data enables us to compare past and current
performance, and plan for what might be needed in the future.
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Qualitative vs.
Quantitative Metrics

Measuring the effectiveness of your CRN is related to the impact
your team has in the community, and your CRN’s sustainability in
the community.
To do this, talk with the members of your CRN and discuss the
impact your team appears to have in your community.
This approach produces qualitative information, which can be used
to determine what is working and what needs improving in the
short and long term.
Some CRNs have used evaluation processes, needs assessments,
and forms. It works for some CRNs, but may not necessarily be the
best approach for others.
This approach sometimes produces quantitative data that
numerically represent effectiveness.

BC CRN’s Role in
Measuring
Effectiveness

BC CRN conducts an annual assessment of CRN development in the
province, and the occasional survey of participants.
The data from these assessments complement the information from
the measurement completed at the CRN level.
The data collected is used :


For fundraising applications.



To report back outcomes to the Ministry of Health, and
Ministry of Finance – Gaming. Both Ministries provide
funding.
For communication with stakeholders at the local, provincial,
and national levels.



At the time of writing, BC CRN is finalizing a measurement
framework and indicators to formalize organizational metrics.
Once complete, these metrics and evaluation processes will be
available as an addendum to this guide.
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Look at Global Issues
Affecting Your
Community.

Part of determining what activities will have impact in your
community depends on what is happening in your community.
Some examples of global issues affecting communities:


Some local economies are driven by resources,
manufacturing, and temporary workers. What does a
downturned or upturned economy mean for the
community? What types of issues may arise from this
change?



Some communities are helping transition refugees and new
immigrants. What does this change in population mean for
the community? How do the needs of the community
change?



Some cities are experiencing large numbers of younger
adults leaving due to rising housing prices and cost of living.
What does this trend imply for other adults and seniors living
in those communities?

These types of trends steer community needs in a specific direction.
How does your CRN currently make an impact within the context of
these trends?
Is your CRN participating in other tables that are dealing with global
issues that affect your community?
Observe if and how
Your CRN Impacts
the Community.

Observe how the community reacts to your CRN’s activities.
Are the reactions positive, negative, or neutral? Why?
Are you observing any change – positive or negative – on the key
issues that affect your community and its people? How are you
helping or hindering?
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How You Can
Measure
Effectiveness

Measurement doesn’t have to be overly complicated or formal.
Build measurement activities into your action plan:


Document your observations and discussions before a CRN
activity takes place. This will establish a baseline to compare
to.



Assess your CRN activity after it is implemented. What
worked and didn’t?



Schedule a follow-up discussion to share observations. Has
anything changed in the community as a result of your CRN’s
activity? How do these observations compare to the initial
discussion you had before the activity took place?

Regular conversations surfaces issues and patterns your CRN will
need to pay attention to.
Share the findings with your Regional Mentor, Team Leader, and
other CRNs to help others learn from you.

Others Interested in
your Findings and
Observations
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Proactively share your findings and observations.
Others who may be interested in your CRN’s measurement
information include:


BC Association of Community Response Networks (BC CRN).



Community decision makers, policy makers, politicians.



Community tables.



Designated agencies.



Financial institutions.



Funders.



Local media.



RCMP or local police.



Other community organizations relevant in your community.
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Strategies to Try |
Strengthen
Relationships with
the Community to
Learn about Global
Issues Affecting it.

Invite community members – service providers, policy makers,
decision makers, caregivers, and community volunteers - to talk
about current issues at your CRN meetings.
Build relationships with local government ministries, businesses,
financial institutions, and others who can inform your CRN’s work.

Obtaining, Recording and Disclosing Information
Confidentiality

All personal information is considered confidential. Disclosure of any
personal information may occur only with the authorized consent of
the person involved.
Because case management is not the role of a CRN, any information
related to specific cases of adult abuse and neglect is also privileged
and will not be shared back to the CRN in any form.
Designated agencies that address incidents of adult abuse and
neglect may be members of your CRN, but are legally bound to keep
this information confidential.

Policy of Designated
and Other CRN
Member Agencies

Designated and other CRN member agencies will have policy on
obtaining, recording and disclosing information related to their
work.
Designated Agency policies are guided by the Adult Guardianship
Act and other legislation such as the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act.
Your CRN must abide by these policies and respect the laws of
confidentiality and privacy.

Familiarize Yourself
with these Policies
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Sharing policies with the CRN in the form of Agency Protocols is
helpful in increasing the shared knowledge of CRN members.
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Appendix
Additional Theory, Samples, & Tools
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Contents of this Appendix
Circle Description and Guidelines for Safe Conversations
Circle work is an approach that can help your team establish a safe environment for
conversations.
CRN Coordinator Job Description – SAMPLE
For information purposes only. For recruitment purposes, please contact your Regional Mentor
or Team Leader for the most current version of this document.
CRN Assessment Tool – SAMPLE
Use this tool to assess the membership of your CRN and to identify additional skills and
competencies you may need. Reassess your team annually. Diversity makes a CRN more
effective.
CRN Vision, Mission, Values and Principles – SAMPLE Statements
Sample statements from other CRNs that you may use as inspiration for your CRN. Feel free to
build on what you see. Align your CRN’s vision, mission, values, and principles with the overall
ones that define a CRN.
How to Assist an Adult Who is Abused, Neglected or Self Neglecting: A Decision Tree for
Effective Referrals for Adults in BC Who may be Vulnerable and/or Incapable
Print and fill in the blanks where needed. This tool is useful to establish who calls when and for
what reason.
Protocols: Suggested Development Processes
Processes on how to develop community, agency, and inter-agency protocols.
Protocols: SAMPLE Content and Examples
Sample text from CRN protocols from around the province. Use the content for inspiration or
build on what you see to form your CRN’s unique community protocols if needed.
Protocol Practice Scenarios
These scenarios may help your CRN practice its protocols and responses. In scenarios where
community and interagency protocols are needed, discuss the community protocol first, and
the additional agreements needed to support the coordination between specific agencies.
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Terms of Reference – SAMPLE
Use as your starting point for developing your CRN’s terms of reference, which describe the
collective role of the team, and the individual role(s) each member decides to volunteer for.
Terms of Reference – Template
For use if you choose to develop your team’s terms of reference from scratch.
BC CRN Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
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Circle Description and Guidelines for Safe Conversations
Circles are a part of many spiritual traditions and cultures – western, eastern, Aboriginal families sit in a circle around the dining room table:
The circle process is not so much a dialogue, as an opportunity for each person to have a
chance to speak to the topic and share their thoughts and ideas
It’s meant to provide a container for conversations that allows everyone to feel safe,
comfortable, and respected. For this reason, it’s often used in peacemaking processes.
The way it works is that we use a talking piece, or prop, that is passed clockwise.
When the talking piece comes to you, it’s your opportunity to speak.
In every day speech we often interrupt each other and share ideas. Ask that everyone here
respect the talking piece in that the person who holds it should not be interrupted.
For this process to work, each individual holds their thoughts until the talking piece comes to
them. If an individual has nothing to say, they may “pass”. If an individual would like more time
to think, they may say, “Come back to me later” and they will be given an opportunity to speak
later
Before starting, always ask if everyone feel comfortable with the process, and if they have
questions about how the circle will work.
When you get into your circles, agree to one of your members becoming the Circle Keeper who
reminds people of the guidelines, initiates conversation topics, and keep people from speaking
too long to respect the timeframes of the agenda, and allow each person their opportunity to
share their thoughts and experiences.
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CRN Coordinator Job Description - SAMPLE
This description is for information purposes only.
A Community Response Network (CRN) brings together service providers, agencies and
community members – health authorities, police, resource and recreations centres, and others
- to build a coordinated response to abuse, neglect and self-neglect of vulnerable adults.
Role and Responsibilities
The CRN Coordinator acts as the liaison between the CRN and the BC Association of Community
Response Networks (BC CRN). The CRN Coordinator is also supported by the Regional Mentor
from the BC CRN.
The CRN Coordinator:
 Assists the CRN in carrying out its identified goals.


Liaises with the office of the Public Guardian and Trustee through various means.



Assists in developing community, agency and inter-agency response protocols, if
required.



Sends notices, agendas, minutes, and other materials.



Organizes events.



Carries out other duties as directed by the members of the CRN.

Qualifications and Capacity
 Extensive and diverse knowledge of the community and its services


Demonstrated experience and interest, or a willingness to learn to work with adults
(aged 19 and over) at risk of abuse and neglect.



Excellent interpersonal skills



Excellent communication skills, written and spoken



Excellent organizational skills



Experience in working with and facilitating diverse community groups



Ability to work as a strong team member



Ability and confidence in working independently



Computer literacy (word-processing, email, using the internet)
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Knowledge of the Adult Guardianship Act an asset



Knowledge of community development principles an asset

Compensation
The CRN Coordinator is a volunteer role. Compensation may be possible for some of the time
worked pending the availability of small project funding.
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CRN Membership Assessment Tool - SAMPLE
Use the information listed as a starting point. Change the groups listed based on your
community make up.
Social Sector
Professional
Organizations or
Unions

Group Represented
Business Improvement Areas Chamber of
Commerce/Board of Trade
Junior Chamber of Commerce

Designated
Agencies

Health Authority
 Home & Community Care
 Mental Health & Addictions
 Emergency Medical Care
 Acute Care
 Residential care

Yes

No

Further Action

Community Living BC
Health Service
Agencies

Private and not for profit
 Home Support Agencies
 Home Health Care

Education &
Research

Local University
Local Community College
Private Colleges

Emergency
Responders

Fire Department
Ambulance Services
Search & Rescue
Crisis Centres
Women’s Centres
Transition houses
Victim Assistance Programs

Faith Groups

Religious Organizations
Ministerial Associations
Churches

First Nations

Social Development Departments
 Community Health
Societies/Councils

Financial
Institutions

Banks
Credit Unions
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Social Sector
Gatekeepers
(Individuals who
have a sense of
what’s
happening with
the people they
see regularly.)

Group Represented
Senior citizen counsellors
Health and home support workers
Postal workers
Pharmacists
Bank tellers
Members of Neighbourhood Watch
Bus drivers
Retail clerks

Yes

Government

Ministry of Social Development

Grant
Makers/Funders

Foundations/Trusts
United Way
City/Town/Region grants

Individuals and
Community
Groups

Seniors
Adults or families affected by abuse or
neglect
Caregivers, caregiver support groups
Youth
Community Centres
Wellness Centres
Educational and Youth Services
RCMP
RCMP Community Policing
RCMP Victim Services
Municipal Police

Police

Service Clubs

No

Further Action

Kiwanis
Lions Club
Rotary
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Social Sector
Social Service
Agencies

Group Represented

Yes

No

Further Action

People with Disabilities
 Physical
 Developmental
 Mental health
 Brain injury
First Nations
 Friendships Centre
Immigrants
 Multicultural organizations
Seniors
 Better at Home
 Seniors Resource Centres
Health
 Aids Society
 Alcohol and Drug Programs
 Home Support Agencies
Neighbourlink
Criminal Justice
 Elizabeth Fry Society
 John Howard Society
Housing Providers
 Landlords
Poverty Reduction
LGBT
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CRN Vision, Mission, Values and Principles – SAMPLE Statements
Vision and Mission Statements - Example from Delta CRN
Vision of the Delta CRN: All adults in Delta will live in a safe and caring community where there
is an inherent respect for each other.
Mission of the Delta CRN: To assist the community in recognition, prevention and elimination of
abuse, neglect and self-neglect of vulnerable adults in Delta.
Values – Adapted from the North Shore CRN
 Inclusion
 Participation
 Equality
 Teamwork
 Coordinated response
 Transparency
 Honest communication
Principles – Example from the North Shore CRN
1. The people involved in developing a coordinated community response include all of the
people affected by the issue of adult abuse and neglect (‘adults the CRN is intended to
support’ and ‘the people who are able to provide supports’.)
2. The needs, interests and participation of those adults the CRN is intended to support
lead the planning and implementation process.
3. Participation is meaningful for all, as defined by the participants themselves.
4. The skills and knowledge of all participants are recognized.
5. Activities for participation are varied and flexible, to meet the specific needs and wishes
of a wide variety of participants.
6. All participants endeavour to work together as equal partners in the planning and
implementation process. Efforts are made to decrease the power imbalances where
they exist, and to build the capacity of all adults to participate on an equal basis with
others.
7. Professionals transform their practice from ‘doing for’ to ‘doing with’ to enable full
participation.
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Regional Mentor Job Description - SAMPLE
This description is for information purposes only.
The Regional Mentor is an integral part of the Provincial Mentor Team. This individual shares
their knowledge and experience to inform the work of the other Regional Mentors and the BC
CRN.
Other projects may emerge from time to time where the Regional Mentor may take on
additional contracts. This role reports to a BC CRN Team Leader.
Scope of Work









Develop and support Community Response Networks (CRNs) in an assigned region.
Guide the development of the community’s response ensuring the principles of the BC
CRN are reflected.
Ensure CRNs understand their role as community development not client service
delivery.
Develop relationships that will foster the development of and success of CRNs in their
region.
Where appropriate to work with CRNs to develop interagency and community protocols
to guide the local response to adult abuse, neglect and self-neglect.
Act as a resource to the CRNs recommending materials and programs which will benefit
them.
Encourage the use of BC CRN resources.
Ensure local CRNs comply with all BC CRN reporting and any other requirements.

Qualifications and Experience






Experience in community development; involvement in a CRN an asset.
Extensive knowledge of the region of the province which they will be mentoring.
Strong relationships with individuals and organizations from multiple sectors within
their community and/or region.
Experience in health, social work and capacity building especially when dealing with
largely hidden or socially unexamined, unpopular issues an asset.
Workshop facilitation experience.
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Isolated Impact vs. Collective Impact - Theory
Isolated Impact
Funders select individual grantees that offer
the most promising solutions.

Collective Impact
Funders and implementers understand
solutions arise from the interaction of many
organizations within a larger system.

Not-for-profits work separately and compete
to produce the greatest independent impact.

Progress depends on working toward the
same goal and measuring the same things.

Evaluation attempts to isolate a particular
organization’s impact.

Large scale impact depends on increasing
cross-sector alignment and learning among
organizations.

Large-scale change is assumed to depend on
scaling on a single organization.

Corporate and government sectors are
essential partners.

Corporate and government sectors are often
disconnected from the efforts of foundations
and non-profits.

Organizations actively coordinate their action
and share lessons learned.

General Results of Collective Impact
Some of the intangible results of effective community development, or collective impact
include:


Relationship and trust building among diverse stakeholders.



Leadership identification and development.



Creating of a culture of learning.



Positive approaches to conflict – dealing with difference.
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Protocols: Suggested Development Processes
Community Protocol Development Process
Process to Develop a
The protocol development process is about relationship and team
Community Protocol
building. Involve your CRN team members in the development.
The general process to developing a community protocol:
1. Discuss factors that may make any of us more vulnerable to
abuse, neglect, and self-neglect. Focus on your community.
2. Envision what an ideal response looks like.
3. Become familiar with the various types of protocols and how
they work together.
4. Gather information on each CRN members, including;


Their role or mandate and description of services, cost of
service, and/or referral process if the member represents
an agency.



Best way to contact with them.



Hours of operation or general availability.



Languages spoken.



Experience or skills that support specific population
groups.

5. Document, collect, and discuss each agency’s response to
situations of abuse or neglect.
6. Identify and develop inter-agency protocols if needed. Many
agencies will already have protocols in place. The key is
determining how the agency protocols integrate with others.
7. Let people know how to get help.
Protocol development requires time, and involves other individuals
and agencies to ensure all is clear and understood.
If you are re-establishing a CRN, talk to your Regional Mentor or
Team Leader to determine if previous protocols had been created,
and can be re-built rather than starting from scratch.
For help, contact your Regional Mentor or Team Leader directly.
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Content to Include in
Your CRN’s Protocols

Purpose of Legislation
Legislation supports and assists those who cannot get help on their
own due to circumstances of:
 Physical restraint: The adult is stopped by force or other
physical means from seeking assistance.


Physical handicap limiting their ability to seek assistance:
Includes lack of mobility, difficulty communicating, or any
physical restriction which hinders an adult in asking for help.



Illness, disease, injury, or other condition that affects their
ability to make decision about the abuse: Includes mental
illness, developmental disability, or brain injury.

Your CRN’s Vision or Mission
A vision is a concise statement of what your CRN is. It’s often a
statement that is lofty, and future pointing.
A mission is a brief statement of how your CRN will achieve its
vision.
Both statements must be short and concise. These statements may
also act as the “elevator speech” when describing your CRN to
others.
See examples of vision and mission statements in the Appendix on
page 60.
Values, and principles of your CRN
Values are the characteristics of your CRN that describe what is
important to your team, and guides decision making and how CRN
members behave.
Principles are guidelines that help CRN members think through
situation, take action, and behave with accountability.
Principles should reflect the existing best practices in your
community, and the principles of the Adult Guardianship Act.
Description of your CRN and its role
The general definition and description of a CRN is in this manual.
Use this content as your starting point.
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Add additional points that make this description specific to your
CRN.
CRN Relationships with Designated and Other Agencies in Your
Community
What designated agencies and other organizations form your CRN?
Be sure to document these names.
Information on Abuse and Neglect
The standard definitions as provided by the Adult Guardianship Act
(page 8) are a good place to start.
Expand or pare down the definition so it fits the scope of work of
your CRN.
Strategies to Try |
Protocol
Development

Test your Protocols
Use your regular meetings to discuss scenarios to test your CRN’s
protocols. This is useful if you are setting up a new CRN or reestablishing one that was inactive.
Refer to Protocol Test Scenarios in the Appendix on page 75.
Keep Your Protocols Simple
Protocols do not have to be complex or complicated. Sometimes,
the simplest protocols, despite taking the most time to develop, are
the most effective.
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Interagency Protocol Development
What is an
Agreements between designated and other agencies who are in a
Interagency Protocol
position to directly respond to reported cases of abuse and neglect.
These agreements clarify what each party will do in specific
scenarios.
Why Create
Interagency
Protocols?

Community protocols are often enough to ensure a timely and
effective response to situations of adult abuse and neglect.
Interagency protocols are most helpful in situations where:
 Legal responsibilities require one agency to report to another
agency (e.g. when designated agencies report criminal
offences to the police.)
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Informal arrangements aren’t working, or aren’t enough.



It’s important to exchange information about each agency’s
role, formal contact people, etc.



Information needs to be explicit and known(E.g. an
agreement between a transition house and a designated
agency may clarify that the designated agency can provide
supports to a woman served by Part 3 of the Act while she is
staying in the transition house.)



One of the parties’ roles needs to be legitimized.



One of the parties needs to have their mandate better
known, clarifying what they can do to support an adult, and
what they cannot do.



A situation arises that, on later reflection, could have been
handled more effectively had a protocol agreement been in
place.
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Agencies Requiring
Inter-agency
Protocols

Many interagency protocols existed prior to proclamation of the
Adult Guardianship Act. (e.g. Agreements between Community Care
Facilities Licensing, Community Living BC, and law enforcement have
been in place for years).
These agencies may wish to review these agreements to ensure they
align to Part 3 of the Adult Guardianship Act.
Some agencies that may not have inter-agency protocols might
include:
 First Nations reserve communities and designated agencies.


Transition house and designated agencies.



Seniors’ counselor and designated agencies.



Community Living BC.



Crown services and designated agencies.



Victim Assistance and designated agencies.



Hospital and other departments within the health authority.



Community-based language interpretation service and
designated agencies.



Financial institutions and designated agencies.



Designated agencies and clergy.

If no protocol exists, please consider drawing some up.
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Agency Protocol Development
What is an agency
These protocols describe how an organization responds when it
protocol?
hears about a situation of adult abuse and neglect.
They contain describe the organization’s policy and procedures that
staff must follow when investigating a report, and offering support
and assistance.
Agency Protocols and
Your CRN

Agency protocols pre-exist and do not require your CRN to develop.
If none exists, it is the responsibility of the agency to develop one. A
CRN may provide input.
Your CRN needs to be aware of agency protocols. Familiarity
increases a team’s ability to coordinate a response effectively.
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Protocols: SAMPLE Content and Examples from Other CRNs
Community Protocols – SAMPLE Statements
Community protocol agreements may specify how CRN members will work together in any CRN
activity. Community protocols may include agreements about:
Sharing Information
“We will ensure that all CRN members have all the information they need to enable their full
participation on the CRN.”
“CRN’s are not case management teams therefore, specific situations of abuse or neglect will
not be discussed during CRN meetings.”
“CRN members may use realistic scenarios in order to learn and plan how to maximize
community resources, and create the best coordinated community response. However, those
scenarios will not contain details that would identify any real-life situation.”
Protecting Confidentiality
“Confidentiality will be protected at all times. This guideline applies to any information about
adults who are being supported by CRN members. Specific situations of abuse and neglect will
not be discussed at the CRN table.
“Confidentiality applies to situations where personal information is shared by CRN members
about themselves. If sensitive information is shared by a CRN member, we will treat the
information with respect and will not repeat it outside the CRN Gathering.”
“We acknowledge that all CRN members are accountable to specific privacy legislation (i.e.
FOIPPA,) or their own internal policies. We will ensure that all CRN members are made aware of
the confidentiality requirements of each participating organization.”
CRN members may, from time to time, remind others of confidentiality agreements. We may
need to remind one another, for example, in situations where the information being shared at a
CRN meeting might unintentionally identify an individual.”
Making Decisions
“When CRN members are making decisions, we will be guided by the principles of inclusion,
meaningful participation and power-sharing. This means that the people affected by the
decision will be involved in making the decision. Decision-making will be made with the fullest
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possible participation of CRN members. Each contribution will be valued, and, whenever
possible, our goal is shared agreement.”
Resolving Differences
“We recognize that we will have differences of opinion because our CRN has such a diversity of
participants. We agree to candidly identify and acknowledge differences, and to resolve our
differences by finding approaches that work for everyone.”
Ensuring Accountability
“Each member of the CRN is committed to doing our very best, in a collaborative and
supportive fashion, to ensure that adults receive assistance, and do not fall through the cracks
of existing services and supports. We will fulfill our roles in keeping within the mandates and
regulations of applicable legislation, as well as organizational policies.”
Identifying Gaps and Barriers
“Members of our CRN will continue to identify and address gaps and barriers in services and
supports, ensuring that adults experiencing abuse or neglect have the best possible access to
the assistance they need.”
Building and Maintaining Team Relationships among CRN Members
“We are committed to building and maintaining strong relationships among CRN members.
From time to time we will reflect on our relationships, and will take conscious steps to build and
maintain a strong CRN team. We will also ensure that new CRN members are actively welcomed
to the team, and given the support to become full team members.”
Building and Maintaining Relationships with the Larger Community
“CRN members are committed to building and maintaining strong relationships with other
community members. We believe that adults in our community are safer, and receive the most
effective support, when we foster inclusive and supportive community relationships, and when
each community member is valued.”
Ethical Action
“When developing community protocols, CRN members will make decisions that reflect the
shared values and beliefs of our group. Ethical decision making will play a large role in the
group’s general discussion about protocols, and in the individual actions of Community
Response Network members as they respond to specific reports of abuse, neglect and selfneglect.”
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What to do if a CRN Member Receives a Call Reporting Abuse and Neglect
“If any member of the CRN hears about a situation of abuse or neglect, we will (whenever
possible and appropriate): talk to the adult and ask how we can help, offer assistance and be
supportive”
“If I hear about a situation of abuse or neglect, I will make sure that the individual gets
connected with someone who can help. The buck stops here.”
How and When to talk to an Adult Suspected of Suffering from Adult and Neglect
“If we think an adult needs help, we will talk to them first to find out how we might assist.
Questions might include: ‘Are you having some trouble? Can I help you? Is there someone I can
put you in touch with who can help? How would you like to be assisted?’”
“Use the Statements of Principles and Values to guide all actions.
If possible, talk directly with the adult. Communicate with the adult in a way that is appropriate
to their skills and abilities.
A face-to-face meeting is preferable but not required. The meeting should not take place in the
presence of someone suspected of abusing or neglecting the adult.
Find out from the adult if there are trusted people who might help, including advocates and
service providers. Get the adult’s permission to speak to them.
Find out if the adult has a Representation Agreement or committee.”
How and When to Involve Supportive and Trusted People in the Adult’s Life
“Wherever possible we will ask the adult to identify supportive people in their life who they
would like to have involved. In order to maintain the adult’s privacy and safety, we will only
share as much information with these individuals as they need to know. We will take great care
to not include an alleged abuser in planning as they can put the adult at great risk.”
Offering Support to a Victim
“CRN members will offer informal support or with the adults consent, referral to an agency that
will offer support in accordance with the mandate of the organization.”
Available Support if the Victim is Unable to Remain in Their Home
“The following supports are available in our community, and will be considered as potential
resources when an adult is unable to remain in their own home:
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[List support available in your community (e.g. Transition houses, care facilities,
organization, etc.)]

When and How Referrals will be Made
“If we hear about a situation of abuse or neglect, we will make sure that the individual gets
connected with someone who can help.
Because people who are experiencing abuse, neglect or self-neglect may have limited
opportunities to seek help, in order to facilitate an appropriate and timely response, we will, at
a minimum, get the following information from the adult or person calling about the adult:





The urgency in terms of safety – is it an emergency?
The situation
Where the adult is
Who is currently assisting them

In situations where we have concerns that the adult may not be able to get connected to
assistance on their own, we will ask their permission to contact the person or agency we think
can offer assistance. We will then pass on their name, and a bit of information about their
situation.
If the adult doesn’t give this consent, but we remain concerned about the adult’s ability to seek
support and assistance, we will contact the appropriate designated agency.”
When a Call should be Referred to a Designated Agency
“We understand that there is no mandatory reporting of abuse or neglect. We do, however,
feel a moral obligation to support people to get assistance.
We recognize that it is not necessary to refer all calls to a designated agency. In many
situations, other organizations in our community will be able to offer effective and appropriate
services and support.
However, we will report to the appropriate designated agency whenever we encounter a
situation in which we have any concerns about the adult’s ability to seek support and assistance
on their own, particularly if that inability to seek assistance is due to a physical restraint,
handicap, illness, disease, injury or other condition. When in doubt, we will refer to the
appropriate designated agency.”
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When a Call should be Referred to Law Enforcement and/or Other Agencies
“We will ensure that adults who we believe may fall under Part 3 of the Act get connected with
the appropriate designated agency, whose role it is to report criminal offences to the police.
In emergencies we will call the police emergency number directly or take other steps to ensure
that the police are contacted.
We have a zero tolerance for adult abuse and neglect and will take related criminal offences
seriously.
We know that adults often do not report or ask for help out of fear of retribution, further
abuse, loss of relationship with the alleged offender, and/or a lack of awareness of what the
justice system can do to assist them and the alleged offender.
As a result, we are committed to ensuring that adults who are abused and neglected
understand how various players in the justice system can assist them.”
Follow-Up after Referral
“We understand that confidentiality prevents agencies from sharing private information.
However, once a referral has been made, the CRN member who made the referral will want to
know that the adult has received assistance.
This could happen when the agency to which the call was referred phones back to confirm that
they were able to offer assistance, or when the person making the referral checks back to make
sure that some action was taken.
While it is not necessary to provide details of the situation, it is important to offer assurance
that the adult has received assistance.”
In Emergencies
“In emergencies we will call the appropriate emergency number. Examples of emergency
responders may include the fire department, police, ambulance, etc.”
Obtaining, Recording, and Disclosing Information
Designated and other agencies will have policy about obtaining, recording and disclosing
information related to their work. Designated Agency policies are guided by the Adult
Guardianship Act and other legislation such as the Freedom of Information and Protection of
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Privacy Act. Sharing those policies with the CRN in the form of Agency Protocols is helpful in
increasing the shared knowledge of CRN members.
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Protocol Practice Scenarios
Scenario: Mary Jones | A Case of Financial Abuse
Part One of Mary Jones’ story:
Two weeks ago, Mary Jones was accompanied to the bank by her daughter, Trish. Mary
withdrew some money from her account, and as she was trying to put the cash into her purse,
Trish grabbed the money very roughly from her mother’s hands and stomped out of the bank.
Mrs. Jones was left in the bank, and was very distraught. She asks the teller for help.
Questions for CRNs:



Who might be able to offer support to Mary Jones?
How might an interagency protocol help to ensure that Mrs. Jones receives appropriate
support and assistance?

Part Two of Mary Jones’ story:
Mary has early Alzheimer’s disease and lives in a care facility in your community. Her daughter,
Trish, lives in Vancouver and is on a limited income. Mary’s pension cheques are deposited to
her own bank account. Trish uses her mother’s bank card to withdraw money. There is nothing
left to pay facility fees or cover other personal costs.
When questioned by the care facility, Trish says she needs the money to pay her transportation
costs from Vancouver to visit her mother. The designated agency receives this information from
the care facility staff. Recently, Trish went to the bank with her mom and grabbed the money
that was withdrawn, leaving her mom distraught in the bank, looking for help from the teller.
Questions for CRNs:







Who might be able to offer support to Mary Jones as her situation unfolds?
How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mrs. Jones receives appropriate
support and assistance?
What could the bank teller do?
Is there a role for a designated agency?
Is there a role for the police?
Is there a role for other CRN members?
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Scenario: John Wong | A Case of Physical Abuse
John is 25 years old and has a developmental disability. He lives with his sister and brother-inlaw and attends a day program in the community.
One day, the day program supervisor discovers that John has bruised genitals and buttocks.
John said that his brother-in-law punished him for watching his personal adult videos without
permission.
He does not want the situation reported because he is afraid of further punishment if anyone
talks to his brother-in-law.
Questions for CRNs:


Who might be able to offer support to John?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mr. Wong receives appropriate
support and assistance?



What could the day program supervisor do?



Is there a role for a designated agency?



Is there a role for the police?



Is there a role for the Public Guardian Trustee?



Is there a role for other CRN members?
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Scenario: Gladys Webster | A Complex Case of Adult Abuse and Neglect
Part One of Mrs. Webster’s story
Gladys Webster is an 85 year old widow. She has been living alone in her own apartment for
some time.
She and her next-door-neighbour, Madge, have become friendly, and Madge sometimes drops
by for a cup of tea and a chat.
Mrs. Webster was once very active in the community and her church, but Madge begins to
notice that she isn’t getting out very much these days, and that she seems to be losing weight.
The last time they visited, Madge noticed that there was very little food in the fridge, and that
unopened mail was piling up on the kitchen table. One of the envelopes was from Revenue
Canada.
Madge is concerned, and mentions this to her friend Joan. Joan is an active community
volunteer, and is a member of her local Community Response Network (CRN). Joan tells Madge
that she’ll look into the situation.
Questions for CRNs:


Who might be able to offer support to Gladys Webster?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mrs. Webster receives appropriate
support and assistance?
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Part Two of Mrs. Webster’s story
Gladys Webster has how been receiving home support for one year.
The Long Term Care case manager pays Mrs. Webster a visit, and notices that, although Mrs.
Webster is getting help with meals, she is much thinner, and doesn’t seem to be paying
attention to personal hygiene. She seems disoriented much of the time, and her memory is
getting worse. She sometimes confuses prescription medication with vitamins, and often needs
to be reminded to pay the rent. She refuses to move.
Questions for CRNs:


Who might be able to offer support to Gladys Webster as her situation unfolds?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mrs. Webster receives appropriate
support and assistance?
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Part Three of Mrs. Webster’s story
Following a mild stroke, Mrs. Webster falls and fractures her hip. During her hospitalization, her
adult grandson appears and takes her home to care for her. Paul is her only living relative, since
her daughter died in a car accident five years ago. She has rarely seen Paul over the past few
years, even though he has lived close by.
Once at home, Paul limits the amount of home support, and is hostile to the staff when they
come.
Questions for CRNs:


Who might be able to offer support to Gladys Webster as her situation unfolds?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mrs. Webster receives appropriate
support and assistance?



Is there a role for a designated agency?



Is there a role for a home support agency?



Is there a role for her friend and neighbour?



Is there a role for other CRN members?



In order for two individuals/agencies to work collaboratively to support Mrs. Webster,
what interagency protocols should they have in place before hand? When would the
community protocol be enough?
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Part Four of Mrs. Webster’s story
It is three months later. By now, Paul has convinced his grandmother to give him a power of
attorney, and he has taken over her finances. The manager at Mrs. Webster’s bank has become
aware that Paul is frequently making substantial withdrawals from Mrs. Webster’s account.
During a visit by home support staff, Paul treats his grandmother roughly and intimidates the
staff. Mrs. Webster appears withdrawn, has new bruises on her arms, and is tender when
moved. The apartment is cluttered and smells of urine. Bills are unpaid. Mrs. Webster is
sleeping on the living room couch. Paul has placed her on towels to manage her incontinence.
Efforts to visit Mrs. Webster are ignored or rebuked.
Questions for CRNs:


Who might be able to offer support to Gladys Webster as her situation unfolds?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Mrs. Webster receives appropriate
support and assistance?



How has the role of the designated agency changed as this situation has unfolded?



Is there a role for the bank manager?



Is there a role for the police?



Is there a role for the PGT?



Is there a role for other CRN members (i.e. home support, transition house, seniors’
advocate?)



In order for two individuals/agencies to work collaboratively to support Mrs. Webster,
what interagency protocols should they have in place before hand? When would the
community protocol be enough?
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Scenario: Margaret James | A Case of Adult Abuse and Neglect involving First Nations
Part One of Margaret James’s story
Margaret James is a member of a local First Nations band. Following a serious car accident,
Margaret sustained a brain injury, where she received a sizable settlement.
Margaret is experiencing a great deal of depression as a result of some of her changes in
functioning. These changes include paralysis from the waist down, short-term memory loss and
dramatic mood swings.
Questions for CRNs


Who might be able to offer support to Margaret James?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Margaret receives appropriate
support and assistance?
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Part Two of Margaret James’s story
Because of the accident, Margaret James is no longer able to live in her own place because it’s
not accessible. Since she has to move anyway, and her family is willing to support her, Margaret
decides to move back to her parents’ home.
Margaret’s family experiences other family crises and have arranged for a community member
to check on her periodically. This fellow is buying large amounts of alcohol and Margaret
increasingly seems to be unkempt and distraught, and her mood swings are accentuated.
Recently, he has shown up with a brand new sports car. Margaret’s neighbour, who doesn’t
know her well, is concerned because she suspects the community member used Margaret’s
money to buy the car. The neighbour’s sister works for the regional Health Authority, so she
calls her and explains about her concerns for Margaret.
Questions for CRNs


Who might be able to offer support to Margaret James as her situation unfolds?



How might interagency protocols help to ensure that Margaret receives appropriate
support and assistance?



Does the designated agency have a role?



Do the police have a role?



Does the First Nations band have a role?



Is there a role for other CRN members?



In order for two individuals/agencies to work collaboratively to support Margaret James,
what interagency protocols should they have in place before hand? When would the
community protocol be enough?
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Terms of Reference – SAMPLE
Terms of Reference for
the Community Response Network (CRN) for Adults at Risk of Abuse and Neglect
This CRN has been established to ensure/facilitate the development of a Community Response
Network (CRN) to address the issues of abuse, neglect and self-neglect among vulnerable
adults. The Network will ensure the involvement in the CRN of adults at high risk, designated
agencies, community groups, families and individuals.
The CRN will also work to increase public awareness about the issues, definitions and signs of
adult abuse; to offer fast, easy and effective access to our community’s system of support,
information and assistance; and to provide a community collaboration and mobilization model
for other communities.
The Network will:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Develop a vision for a coordinated, inclusive community response to the issue of
abuse and neglect of adults at high risk in our community.
Develop a strategic plan with realistic goals for the CRN.
Develop strategies to include:
o Research into and identification of existing community response capacity in our
community – formal and informal.
o Bringing the broader community into the working groups.
o A communications strategy to promote and ensure on-going education and
awareness.
o Keeping the community informed on the progress of Adult Guardianship Act.
o Facilitating a community-based strategy.
o Seeking funding to support on-going work of our CRN.
o Development of a relevant and realistic evaluation/monitoring process
Work with the CRN Coordinator, to provide overall coordination.
Facilitate the building of partnerships which will support effective community
response.
Facilitate the community awareness program through information dissemination.
Support and supervise the CRN Coordinator.
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Frequency of Meetings:
The CRN will meet every two months for a maximum of 5 – 6 meetings per year (meetings
during the summer months will be held at the discretion of the CRN).
The interval between meetings shall not exceed 10 weeks (except for the summer months, at
the discretion of the CRN).
Chair of the CRN:
•
•

Selected by consensus. Length of term: one year (to be reassessed after one year).
Duties include:
o Preparing meeting agendas, in consultation with the CRN Coordinator and other
members as required.
o Chairing CRN meetings.
o Chairing Advisory Group meetings.
o Liaise with the host agency and, where necessary, other funders, to assure the
integrity of the grant process

Advisory Group:
•
•

A sub-group of the CRN. Length of term: one year. Meets as needed.
Provides frequent and ongoing advice and support to the CRN Coordinator.

Reporting Relationships:
•
•
•

CRN Coordinator liaises with the Executive Director of (host agency) and reports to
the Chair Network and the Network as a whole
Chair of the Network reports to the Network as a whole
Advisory Group reports to the Network as a whole
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Terms of Reference – TEMPLATE
1.

Name of the CRN

Formal name versus operating name.

2.

Purpose Statement

Can include goals and objectives as well, can include principles too.

3.

Limitations/Restrictions

Describe what the CRN will not do.

4.

Membership

Describe who can belong.

5.

Organizational Structure

Describe how you will organize yourselves and function as a network.

6.

Roles and Responsibilities

Describe the roles and responsibilities of all members.
Describe the roles and responsibilities of those who fill an
organizational role including how long they will hold a role.

7.

Decision Making Process

Describe how you will make decisions on CRN activities, grant
applications, financial management including authority to spend, sign
on behalf of the CRN, hiring, etc.

8.

Spokesperson

Who will speak on behalf of the CRN?

9.

Privacy and Confidentiality

How will you respect privacy and confidentiality at your meetings, of
contact information, etc.?

10.

Access to/Dissemination
of/Storage of Information

What information will be collected? How will it be stored? Who will
have access?

11.

Meetings

How often will you meet? And for how long? Will you take notes?

12.

Use of materials created by
the CRN

Who will have access to such materials? What are they allowed to do
with them?

13.

Storage of CRN resources,
files, etc.

Where will your goods be stored and history be kept?

14.

Relationship of the CRN to
other groups

Where the CRN operates within another groups or is a member of
other groups describe those relationships.

Date Create:
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BC CRN Glossary of Acronyms and Terms
AANDC

Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development Canada
(was INAC – Indian and Northern Affairs Canada)

Abuse

Deliberate mistreatment of an adult that causes harm,
damage to or loss of assets.

AGA

Adult Guardianship Act

AGM

Annual General Meeting

BAH

Better at Home

www.betterathome.ca

BCCEAS

BC Centre for Elder Advocacy and Support

www.bcceas.ca

BC CRN

BC Association of Community Response Networks

www.bccrns.ca

CCEL

Canadian Centre for Elder Law

www.bcli.org/ccel

CLBC

Community Living BC

www.communitylivingbc.ca

CNPEA

Canadian Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse

www.cnpea.ca

CoP

Community of Practice

COSCO

Council of Senior Citizens Organization

Criminal abuse

Forms of abuse that are offenses under the criminal
code (e.g. assault, threats, intimidation, stalking,
harassment, theft, misuse of power of attorney,
forgery, fraud, extortion, etc.)

CRN

Community Response Network

Designated
agencies

Organizations identified by the Adult Guardianship Act
who must investigate situations of adult abuse, neglect
and self neglect:
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Five regional health authorities:
o Vancouver Coastal Health
o Fraser Health
o Interior Health
o Island Health
o Northern Health
Providence Health
Community Living BC

Public Guardian and Trustee (PGT) of BC and the police
have a role, but are not considered “designated”.
Within designated agencies:
 Hospitals
 Residential care settings
 Private homes in the community
 Assisted living settings
 Mental health centres
 Community health centres
EK

East Kootenay

Emotional abuse

Severe and continuing intimidation, humiliation,
isolation, and exclusion from events, activities, and
decision making.
Also known as mental abuse or psychological abuse.

Empowerment

Increasing individual capacity to participate, take action,
and influence outcomes. It provides equal opportunity
to influence outcomes and decisions.
See also Power.

EPOA

Enduring Power of Attorney

ERA

Representation Agreement

ESDC

Employment and Social Development Canada

www.esdc.gc.ca

(formerly known as HRSDC -Human Resources and Skills
Development Canada)
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EVA

Ending Violence Association of BC

Financial abuse

Misuse of an adult's money and property, including
taking an adult's money, property, or possessions by
coercion; influencing the making of a will; cashing
cheques without authorization; unauthorized use of
bank accounts; or misuse of a power of attorney or
representation agreement.

FH

Fraser Health Authority

FN

First Nations

FNH

First Nations Health Authority

FV-E

Fraser Valley - East

FV-S & RICHMOND

Fraser Valley – South & Richmond

FV-W

Fraser Valley – West Burnaby, Tri-Cities (Coquitlam,
Port Coquitlam, Port Moody) and Delta.

HCC

Home & Community Care

HSA

Health Service Area

i2i

Intergenerational Society

IA

Income Assistance

IH

Interior Health Authority

www.interiorhealth.ca

INPEA

International Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse

www.inpea.net

INR

It’s Not Right

www.itsnotright.ca

MCFD

Ministry of Children and Family Development

http://www.gov.bc.ca/mcf/
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Medication abuse

Withholding medication the adult needs, or giving too
much or too little medication.

Mental abuse

Severe and continuing intimidation, humiliation,
isolation, and exclusion from events, activities, and
decision making.
Also known as emotional abuse or psychological abuse.

MHSA

Mental Health & Substance Abuse

MSD

Ministry of Social Development

MIS

Management Information System

MOH

Ministry of Health

NE

North East

Neglect

NFF

Any failure to provide necessary care, assistance,
guidance or attention to an adult that causes serious
physical, mental or emotional harm, or substantial
damage to or loss of assets. May or may not be
deliberate.
Neighbours, Friends and Families

NH

Northern Health Authority

NI

Northern Interior

NICE

National Initiative for the Care of the Elderly

NS/SEA TO SKY

North Shore/Sea to Sky

NW

North West

OK

Okanagan

PGT

Public Guardianship and Trustee of BC
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PH

Providence Health Authority

www.providencehealthcare.org

PHSA

Provincial Health Service Authority

www.phsa.ca

Physical abuse

Acts of violence or rough treatment, including slapping,
shaking, punching, and rough handling

POA

Power of Attorney

Power

An individual’s ability to participate, take action, and
influence outcomes.
It influences ways people participate in the community,
their understanding of each other.
In a CRN, members must be able to share power.
See also Empowerment.

Psychological
abuse

Severe and continuing intimidation, humiliation,
isolation, and exclusion from events, activities, and
decision making.
Also known as emotional abuse or mental abuse.

Public
Guardianship and
Trustee (PGT) of BC

A corporation sole established under the Public
Guardian and Trustee Act with a unique statutory role
to protect the interests of British Columbians who lack
legal capacity to protect their own interests. The
mandate of the PGT is to:
 Protect the legal and financial interests of
children under the age of 19 years;
 Protect the legal, financial, personal and health
care interests of adults who require assistance
in decision making; and
 Administer the estates of deceased and missing
persons.

ReAct

Adult Protection Program tool used by HA staff

RM

Regional Mentor
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SAIL

Seniors Abuse Information Line

http://bcceas.ca/programs/sail/

Sexual abuse

Any unwanted or exploitative sexual behaviour,
including harassment, assault, or using adults for sexual
purposes without their consent.

Self-neglect

Any failure of an adult to take care of themselves that
causes serious physical or mental harm, or substantial
damage to or loss of assets.
May or may not be deliberate.

SUNSHINE
COAST/VI-N

Sunshine Coast/Vancouver Island - North

Systems

Everyone who is connected to others – family, friends,
organizations, communities – is part of a system, or
larger whole.

Systems thinking

A holistic or “big picture” approach that focuses on
inter-relationships and how we are connected with
others.
This approach enables people to think in terms of how
our environment affects us, and vice versa.

TCS

Thompson Cariboo Shuswap

TREA

Together to Reduce Elder Abuse

VAWIR

Violence Against Women In Relationships

VCH

Vancouver Coastal Health Authority

www.vch.ca

VIHA

Island Health Authority

www.viha.ca

Violation of
entitlements

Mail censorship, invasion or denial of privacy, denial of
access to visitors, restricting the movement of an adult
or withholding information to which the adult is
entitled.

VI-S

Vancouver Island - South
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WEAAD

World Elder Abuse Awareness Day

WK/B

West Kootenay/Boundary
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